CURVACEOUS. TIMELESS. INIMITABLE.
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UNMISTAKABLE
HANDMADE DESIGN
SINCE 1996.

THE RETAIL COLLECTION
I’ve been designing and producing furniture for over 20 years
and the same passion that pushed me to pursue furniture
design continues to drive me today.
Taking a new idea from initial sketch through to the beautiful
finished product, including the challenges in between, makes
designing every new piece as rewarding as it has always been.
As you browse through this brochure you’ll discover
Creating beautifully crafted furniture with
curvaceous shapes and contemporary style that
works in harmony with your environment is our
passion and our commitment to you.

effortlessly stylish, thoughtfully designed furniture while the
curved lines running through the core of each collection
make them endlessly combinable. I design all new furniture to be cohesive with existing
designs so I love to see furniture from different collections used in one space and you can
be confident that they will look stunning together.
You can browse our complete furniture collections, select from our extensive fabric
options and obtain samples of all our wood and fabric options by visiting our website
www.tomschneider.co.uk

WWW.TOMSCHNEIDER.CO.UK

Always driven by curiosity and a desire to stand apar t with furniture that can’t be
found elsewhere, we look beyond trends and turn instead to nature and abstract
shapes for inspiration.
We aim to harness the unique, to create both visually striking and beautifully formed
furniture of enduring style. This means designing freely, without the limitations of
manufacture in mind, to ensure the essence of the design is never compromised.
For us, the beauty of the furniture should come from its pure form; we’re drawn to
strong shapes finished with sumptuous natural woods that captivate without the
need for fur ther embellishments.
Each new piece is conceived with our core guidelines in mind - Curvaceous, Timeless,
Inimitable - making every design unique, able to stand the test of time and true to
the distinctive Tom Schneider style.

OUR TECHNIQUE

TOM SCHNEIDER
ON DESIGN

We pride ourselves on producing furniture of the
highest quality, made by ar tisans with a passion
and dedication to achieving excellence for you,
our customer.
Our progressive designs and unconventional
shapes push us to create innovative production
methods to bring these ideas to life. Each
collection and every design requires a unique
approach, meaning there is no large scale
machinery in our workshop - exper t hands coax
the wood into shape using jigs and formers, each
expressly designed to form the distinctive curves
we’re renowned for.
Our team of master craftsmen continue to uphold
our tradition of superior quality through clever
construction and beautiful finishing. Maintaining
our reputation for excellence is our priority and
each item of furniture goes through rigorous
quality control checks at each stage of production
before taking its place in your home.
The confidence we hold in our craftsmanship
means we can offer a 10 year extended guarantee
on our furniture.
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OUR
WOODS
Natural wood is a wonderful material. The variation of grain patterns and hues
between every tree creates a stunning visual, no two pieces are ever the same and
this simply adds to the uniqueness of your furniture. We choose the finest veneers
obtained from trees that are clearest of branches to avoid large knots and blemishes
on your furniture.
All our designs are available in a choice of 10 natural wood veneers: Oak Blonde,
Oak Natural, Cherry Blush, Silver Oak, Walnut Mocca, Walnut Natural, Walnut Noir,
Wenge, Zerbano and Ebony.
We’re committed to sourcing woods with due consideration for environmental
issues, using veneers from countries where we can be sure there is no illegal logging.

OAK BLONDE

OAK NATURAL

We apply a pigment to natural Oak
veneers to create a lighter colour
and fresh appearance, allowing Oak’s
strong grain patterns to remain a
feature.

Oak has a strong grain pattern, with
distinctive flecks and the tone can
vary from light to mid brown.

CHERRY BLUSH

SILVER OAK

We add a rich pigment to natural
veneer to capture the warm red
tones of Cherry Wood.

This cool grey finish is achieved by
manipulating real wood veneers to
create a multi-tonal wood with a
unique grain.

WALNUT MOCCA

WALNUT NATURAL

We apply a custom pigment to
natural veneer that recreates the
beautiful lighter brown tones of
Walnut.

Walnut has a beautiful grain character
that has more figure variation than
any other wood. Its colour can vary
from a light-mid chocolate brown
which lightens over time.

WALNUT NOIR

WENGE

We apply a deep, rich pigment to
natural veneer that captures the
wonderful darker tones of Walnut.

Wengé is an at-risk species so for
ethical reasons we stain veneers
using a pigment that captures the
rich, warm tones of this wood.

ZEBRANO

EBONY

Zebrano is a vulnerable species
of wood so for ethical reasons we
use natural veneers manipulated
to capture Zebrano’s characteristic
straw-like stripes.

Ebony is an endangered species
so for ethical reasons we use a
natural veneer that is manipulated to
capture Ebony’s distinctive two-tone
appearance.

If a wood species is endangered, such as Zebrano and Ebony, we prefer to use
natural veneers that are stained or manipulated to achieve the desired finish. Using
veneer is more ethical than solid wood, as only a fraction of wood is required to
craft each piece of furniture. Veneers can be laid next to each other seamlessly to
create a beautiful flowing finish that can’t be achieved with solid wood.
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WE DESIGN
FOR YOU
Choice is an integral par t of our offering. Every piece of Tom Schneider furniture
is handmade to order and we give you the oppor tunity to customise all aspects
of our designs until they are perfect for your home. You can also choose beyond
our extensive range of woods, fabrics and leathers as well as our standard sizes to
fur ther tailor the furniture to your desired look.

Our Bespoke service:
Tom has specialised in bespoke furniture design from the very beginning and offers
a highly personalised service to help you realise your vision by creating a unique
piece of furniture. Our technical team will discuss all of your requirements with you
and then work closely with Tom to produce initial drawings which can be fur ther
modified as needed. There is no charge for consultations or drawings and we don’t
require any commitment before you are happy with the design.
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SWIRL
The Swirl Collection is characterised
by distinctive rolling cur ves that have
cemented it as an iconic Tom Schneider
design. Furniture in this collection has
a soft, flowing sense of movement and
the smooth, swirling shapes make a
bold statement while providing chic,
practical furniture.

Swirl Dining Table:
Small L180 D100 H74
Medium L210 D110 H74
Large L240 D130 H74
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Swirl Sideboard L180 D51 H74
Also available: Swirl Sideboard Small L140 D51 H74
Swirl Dining Table L210 D110 H74
Poise Chair H112 W46 D50
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Swirl Coffee Table L120 D80 H40
Swirl Shelves L94 D32 H180
Swirl TV Media Unit L180 D51 H50
Swirl TV Media Unit Deluxe L180 D51 H50
Also available: Swirl TV Media Unit Small L140 D51 H50

Swirl Side Table L120 D36 H74
Swirl Shelves L94 D32 H180
Swirl
Swirl
Swirl
Swirl

Lamp Table L54 D32 H60
Desk/Dressing Table L140 D58 H78
Lovers Lamp Table L90 D38 H60
Console Table L94 D32 H74
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DNA

The DNA is Tom Schneider’s
signature design and after 20 years
has lost none of its impact. Inspired
by the strand of life, the pieces are
statuesque and the sculptural winding
form is effor tlessly dramatic, making
the DNA a real show-stopper.

DNA Whole Twist with inset glass shelves
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DNA Single Strand H193 Ø43
DNA Whole Twist with Inset Glass Shelves H193 Ø43
DNA Half Twist H193 Ø43
DNA Lamp Table H60 Ø43
DNA Lamp Table, Single Strand H60 Ø43
All DNA shelves are available with or without inset
glass shelves
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CREST
Inspired by a cresting wave and
characterised by a gravity-defying
shape that tapers to a narrow anchor
point, these tables are as individual
as they are beautiful. The stunning
furniture’s strong shape is formed
from a piece of wood that cur ves
seamlessly from base to edge for the
highest quality finished product.

Crest Dining Table L180 D100 H74
Also available: Crest Dining Table with Glass Top
L210 D110 H75 (see page 37)
Sasha Dining Chair H103 W43 D53
Swoop Floor Light L163 D40 H200
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Crest Desk L160 D70 H74
Sasha Dining Chair H103 W43 D53

Crest Desk L160 D70 H74
Sasha Dining Chair H103 W43 D53
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SWOOP
The Swoop is an exquisitely
designed light formed in a

The Swoop Floor light is available with a hand crafted hanging wooden shade or with an inset LED light to
maintain the design’s minimalist aesthetic. To create a show-stopping feature you can have two of these versatile
Swoop lights positioned back to back, or at right angles as shown in the photography below.

spectacular arc to a slender peak.
The two design variations make it
perfect for both creating a minimalist
space and for those who prefer
more traditional design.

Swoop Floor Light with LED W163 D40 H200

Double Swoop Light with LED
(Two Swoop Lights placed together)

Swoop Light with Wooden Shade
W163 D40 H200

SERPENT
Named for its winding, serpentine
cur ves, the stunning furniture in the
Serpent Collection creates an alluring
focal point in its surroundings. The
twisting form flows from tight to gentle
cur ves, creating a beautifully organic
shape with a strong sense of fluidity.
An instant design classic.

Serpent Dining Table
with oval glass top:

with round glass top:

Small W180 D100 H74

Medium Ø130 H74

Medium W190 D115 H74

Large Ø150 H74

Large W230 D130 H74

Extra Large Ø175 H74
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Serpent Dining Table L190 D115 H74
Sasha Dining Chair H103 W43 D53

Serpent Console Table L120 D46 H75
Serpent Lamp Table L60 D50 H61
Serpent Shelves [set of 2] L86 D20 H53
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Introducing Serpico, a new design to
complement the Serpent collection.

Serpent Coffee Table L135 D85 H40

Serpico Sideboard 3 door 1 drawer
L178 D50 H74
Also available: Serpico Sideboard 3 door
no drawer or 2 door 4 drawer
Serpico TV Media Unit L178 D50 H45
Serpico TV Media Unit with sound bar
management L178 D50 H45

ATLAS
The Atlas Collection is a modern
classic; with a distinctive cur ved shape
and outstretched arms that stands
poised beneath the glass tops, the Atlas
collection’s ‘waisted’ design allows light
to pass around the core creating a
lithe silhouette.

Atlas Sideboard L180 D48 H74
Also available: Atlas Sideboard Small L140 D48 H74
Atlas Dining Table:
Small L180 D100 H74
Medium L210 D110 H74
Large L240 D130 H74
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Atlas Dining Table L210 D110 H74
Embrace Dining Chair H107 W50 D60
Wave Console Table L120 D36 H74
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Atlas Coffee Table L120 D80 H40
Atlas Console Table L120 D36 H74
Atlas Media Table L120 D46 H45
Atlas Lamp Table L50 D60 H60

WAVE
Fluid movement is perfectly captured
by the design of the Wave collection.
Living room furniture that is

Wave Coffee Table
L120 D80 H35

Wave Nest of Tables
W52 D40 H44

Wave Entwine TV Unit
L120 D46 H34

Wave Console Table
L120 D36 H74

effor tlessly stylish and practical, the
minimalist forms are elegant and have
a subtle, tactile beauty that evokes
the calm flow of open water.

Wave Console Table L120 D36 H74
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ELLIPSE
The open elliptical shape of the
Ellipse design has a sophisticated
simplicity that has made it a
sought after Tom Schneider design.
Maintaining its popularity over the
years, the collection includes a
variety of living and dining
room furniture.

Ellipse Dining Table
with inset glass shelf (also available
without)
L190 D115 H74

Ellipse Coffee Table
(also available with inset glass shelf)
L125 D80 H40

Ellipse Console Table
L83 D30 H74

Ellipse TV Media Unit
Small L88 D47 H45
Large L112 D48 H45 (seen above)
Extra Large L150 D52 H45

Ellipse Lamp Table
L50 D30 H60

Ellipse Mirror
L95 D2 H65
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SEATING PLANS

SWIRL DINING TABLES

ATLAS DINING TABLE

SEATING PLAN

100

180
seats

74

6

1

180

seats

6

1
Customise

180

Swirl 180 Dining Table

Atlas180 Dining Table

110

210
74

seats

8

1

110

210

74

Customise

210

seats

8

1
Customise

210

Atlas 210 Dining Table

130

240
seats

74

10

240

Swirl 240 Dining Table

180

74

Customise

Swirl 210 Dining Table
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100

SEATING PLAN

1
Customise

130

240
seats

74

10

240

Atlas 240 Dining Table

1
Customise

SEATING PLANS

SERPENT DINING TABLE (OVAL TOP)

SERPENT DINING TABLE

SEATING PLAN
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180

74

seats
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1
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190
seats

8

1

Customise

8

1
Customise

150

Serpent 150 Dining Table, Round Top

130

230

35

seats

Customise

Serpent 190 Dining Table , Oval Top

seats

10

Serpent 230 Dining Table, Oval Top

150

74

190

230
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Serpent130 Dining Table, Round Top

115

74

seats

1

130

Serpent 180 Dining Table, Oval Top

74

130

74

Customise

SEATING PLAN

1
Customise

175
74

seats

10

175

Serpent 175 Dining Table, Round Top

1
Customise

SEATING PLANS

CREST DINING TABLES

PRODUCT GUARANTEE

SEATING PLAN

100

180
seats

74

7

1
Customise

180

Crest180 Dining Table

110

210

75

seats

8

1

We are committed to the pursuit of excellence in

Customise
Dining tables are an integral element of your home
and whether it’s by providing a different size glass,
modifying the table base or specifying a bespoke
finish, we can customise every design to ensure
you have exactly what you need for your space.

design and quality. Everything is meticulously researched,
designed and handmade with absolute care and this
attention to detail means that we can offer exceptional
guarantees across all our collections.
GUARANTEE TERMS
(Subject to registration)
–

10 years extended guarantee for our wooden structures

–

2 years extended guarantee for our upholstery and

1

mechanisms

Customise

The Tom Schneider Extended Guarantee is offered

210

at no extra cost by registration of your purchase at
www. tomschneider.co.uk

Crest 210 Dining Table with Glass Top

The guarantee is limited and covers only manufacturing

ELLIPSE DINING TABLE

structural defects from the date of purchase. It does not
cover glass, misuse, normal wear and tear and defects

115

190
seats

8

74
190

Ellipse 190 Dining Table
37

1
Customise

caused by exposure to sunlight.
Full terms and conditions of our extended guarantee
for Tom Schneider products are available on
www.tomschneider.co.uk
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Address: Rowlandson House - 289-293 Ballards Lane - London - N12 8NP
Tel: +44 20 8446 9700 - Email: info@tomschneider.co.uk

www.tomschneider.co.uk

